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No.:AIBSNLEA/RAJ./2009-10/119                          Dated 4th June’ 2011 
To,  
 The Sr.General Manager (HR&Admn)  
 %CGMT, Rajasthan Telecom Circle 
 BSNL, Jaipur. 
Sub:-Regarding consideration of own cost transfer request - Case of 
R.C.Chouhan, JTO, Pali Marwar to Jodhpur. 
Madam, 
 Kindly find enclosed here with the own cost transfer request application of 
Sh.R.C.Chouhan,JTO,Pali Marwar to Jodhpur & requested to consider the transfer 
request , due to his following circumstances: 
1. The family of the officer is residing at Bilara in Jodhpur SSA. 
2. His eighty seven year old parents also residing at Bilara in Jodhpur district. He is 

elder son & frequent visit is much essential due to old age & week health of his 
parents.  

3. The officer was joined in Pali SSA on dated 28/05/2009 & completed the 
tenure period i.e. two year at Jaitaran in Pali SSA. 

4. The officer him self running in fifty nine year age( date of superannuation is 
30/09/2012 viz less than two year) & he is a patient of RHEUMATOID due to 
his earlier medical problem of Cerebral malaria CLRPI(P-Falciparum) in year 
2006.  

 5. He is applied for own cost & request transfer from Pali Marwar to Jodhpur. 
  

In view of the above circumstances, I request you to kindly consider his 
own cost request transfer application on sympathetic ground from Pali Marwar 
to Jodhpur. The representation of R.C.Chouhan, JTO, Pali Marwar is enclosed 
here with for necessary action please.  

 
               Thanking You 
                           Yours’ Sincerely 
Enclosure: - As above 
                                                (O.P.JAT) 
                                     Circle Secretary 
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